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This paper describes the first measurement of b-quark fragmentation fractions into bottom hadrons in
1
Run II of the Tevatron Collider at Fermilab. The
p result is based on a 360 pb sample of data collected
with the CDF II detector in pp collisions at s  1:96 TeV. Semileptonic decays of B 0 , B , and B 0s
mesons, as well as 0b baryons, are reconstructed. For an effective bottom hadron pT threshold of
7 GeV=c, the fragmentation fractions are measured to be fu =fd  1:054  0:018stat0:025
0:045 
0:057
sys  0:058B, fs =fu  fd   0:160  0:005stat0:011
0:010 sys0:034 B, and fb =fu  fd   0:281 
0:128
0:012stat0:058
0:056 sys0:087 B, where the uncertainty B is due to uncertainties on measured branching
ratios. The value of fs =fu  fd  agrees within one standard deviation with previous CDF measurements
and the world average of this quantity, which is dominated by LEP measurements. However, the ratio
fb =fu  fd  is approximately twice the value previously measured at LEP. The approximately 2
discrepancy is examined in terms of kinematic differences between the two production environments.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.77.072003

PACS numbers: 13.20.He, 13.30.Ce, 14.20.Mr, 14.40.Nd

I. INTRODUCTION
Bottom quarks, b, produced in pp collisions combine
with antiquarks or diquarks to form bottom hadrons. In this
process, called fragmentation, the color force field creates
quark-antiquark pairs qq that combine with the bottom
 or b baryon jbq1 q2 i.
quark to create a B meson jbqi
Since the fragmentation process, which is governed by
the strong force, cannot be reliably calculated by perturbative QCD [1–3], the fragmentation properties of b quarks
must be determined empirically. This paper describes a
measurement of the species dependence of the b-quark
fragmentation rates into bottom hadrons
produced in pp
p
collisions at center of mass energy s  1:96 TeV during
Run II of the Tevatron collider at Fermilab.
The probabilities that the fragmentation of a b quark will
 or B 0s jbsi meson or a 0 jbdui
 B 0 jbdi,
result in a B jbui,
b
baryon are denoted by fu , fd , fs , and fb , respectively. In
this paper, fq indicates the fragmentation fraction integrated above the momentum threshold of sensitivity in
 > pmin
the data: fq  fq pT B
T  [4]. In the case that the
fragmentation fractions are momentum dependent, the
measured fragmentation fractions are proportional to the
relative yields of the bottom hadrons integrated above the
effective pmin
T . The contributions from the production of
excited bottom hadrons that decay into final states containing a B , B 0 , B 0s meson or 0b baryon are implicitly
included in this definition of the fragmentation fractions,
fq  Bb ! Bq X. Throughout the paper, unless otherwise noted, references to a specific charge state are meant
to imply the charge conjugate state as well.
In Run I of the Fermilab Tevatron, which collected data
from 1992 –1996, the fraction of B 0s mesons produced
relative to the number of B 0 mesons was measured 2
higher at CDF [5–7] than at the LEP experiments [8–10].
Interestingly, the time-integrated flavor averaged mixing
parameter,   fd d  fs s , where d and s are the
time-integrated mixing parameters of B 0 and B 0s mesons,
respectively, was also measured
2 higher in Run I
[11,12] than the LEP averages of the same quantity [13–
18]. This second discrepancy led to speculations about
possible sources of the enhanced average mixing rate at a

hadron collider relative to electron-positron collisions, including suggestions that new physics may be the source of
the disagreement [19]. Since the average momentum of b
quarks produced at LEP, hpbi 40 GeV=c, is significantly higher than at the Tevatron, hpbi 10 GeV=c, it
is also possible that the fragmentation process depends on
the b-quark momentum. Another possible explanation is
that fs is higher at the Tevatron than at LEP due to the
different initial mechanism of b-quark production. Of
course, a more mundane possibility is that the Run I results
relating to fs are simply statistical fluctuations. To shed
light on the question of whether b-quark fragmentation is
different in a hadron environment than in e e collisions,
the fragmentation fractions are measured in CDF Run II
with high statistical precision and an updated treatment of
the lepton-charm sample composition.
The analysis strategy is as follows. Semileptonic decays
of bottom hadrons, B ! ‘  ‘ DX, where ‘ stands for
electron or muon, and D represents a charm meson or
baryon, in case of semileptonic bottom baryon decays,
unless otherwise specified, provide large samples for
studying the fragmentation properties of b quarks. This
measurement determines the b-quark fragmentation fractions by reconstructing five semileptonic signatures,
 
‘ D , ‘ D0 , ‘ D  , ‘ D
s , and ‘ c . The selection
requirements are kept similar among the five lepton-charm
channels in order to cancel as many systematic uncertainties as possible. The final signal requirements, though
similar, have been selected to maintain good acceptance
for the individual decays, which have different kinematic
features. The reconstructed ‘ D signal yields, originating
from the various B ! ‘  ‘ DX semileptonic decays, are
then related to the numbers of bottom hadrons (B , B 0 , B 0s ,
or 0b ) produced in the b-quark fragmentation process.
Since the neutrino from the semileptonic bottom hadron
decay is not reconstructed, the missing energy in the decay
allows semileptonic bottom hadron decays to excited
charm states to contribute to the five final state decay
signatures. This results in ‘‘cross talk’’ between the bottom
hadron species, particularly between the B mesons. The
observed semileptonic ‘ D decay signatures are related to
their corresponding parent bottom hadrons through a pro-
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cedure used to extract the sample composition, as described later in the text. In order to reduce systematic
uncertainties in trigger and tracking efficiencies, the
b-quark fragmentation fractions are measured relative to
fd . This means that the relative fragmentation fractions
fu =fd , fs =fu  fd , and fb =fu  fd  are extracted
from the five lepton-charm yields, taking the sample composition into account. Since the fragmentation of b quarks
into b baryons other than the 0b are ignored, a constraint
requiring the fragmentation fractions fu , fd , fs , and fb to
sum to unity is not applied.
This paper is organized as follows. The semileptonic
signal reconstruction is discussed in Sec. II, while the
sample composition procedure used to relate the leptoncharm signatures to the parent bottom hadron is described
in Sec. III. The efficiencies needed to extract the sample
composition are determined in Sec. IV. The fit to the
fragmentation fractions is detailed in Sec. V. Finally, the
systematic uncertainties assigned to the measurement are
described in Sec. VI and the final results are discussed in
Sec. VII.
II. DATA RECONSTRUCTION
A. Experimental apparatus
The data used in this measurement represents an integrated luminosity of approximately 360 pb1 collected
with the CDF II detector between February 2002 and
August 2004. The CDF detector employs a cylindrical
geometry around the pp interaction region with the proton
direction defining the positive z direction. Most of the
quantities used for candidate selection are measured in
the plane transverse to the z axis. In the CDF coordinate
system, ’ is the azimuthal angle,  is the polar angle
measured from the proton direction, and r is the radius
perpendicular to the beam axis. The pseudorapidity  is
defined as    ln tan=2 . The transverse momentum,
pT , is the component of the track momentum, p, transverse
to the z axis (pT  p  sin), while ET  E  sin, with E
being the energy measured in the calorimeter.
The CDF II detector features excellent lepton identification and charged particle tracking and is described in
detail elsewhere [20,21]. The parts of the detector relevant
to the reconstruction of semileptonic bottom hadron decays
used in this measurement are briefly summarized below.
The detector nearest to the pp interaction region is a
silicon vertex detector (SVX II) [22], which consists of
five concentric layers of double-sided sensors located at
radii between 2.5 and 10.6 cm. An additional single layer of
silicon (L00) [23] is mounted on the beam pipe at radius
r 1:5 cm, but the information from this detector is not
used in this measurement. In addition, two forward layers
plus one central layer of double-sided silicon located outside the SVX at radii of 20 –29 cm make up the intermediate silicon layers [24]. Together with the SVX II, the

intermediate silicon layers detector extends the sensitive
region of the CDF II tracking detector to jj  2:0. CDF’s
silicon system provides three-dimensional track reconstruction and is used to identify displaced vertices associated with bottom hadron decays. The measurement of the
momentum of charged particles in the silicon detector is
significantly improved with the central outer tracker (COT)
[25], an open-cell drift chamber with 30 200 sense wires
arranged in 96 layers combined into four axial and four
stereo superlayers (SL). It provides tracking from a radius
of 40 cm out to a radius of 132 cm covering jzj <
155 cm. The track reconstruction efficiency of the COT
is found to be 99:60:4
0:9 % for charged particles with pT >
1:5 GeV=c [26] and * 94% [27] for charged particles with
pT  0:4 GeV=c. For high-momentum charged particles,
the pT resolution is found to be pT =pT 
0:0015 pT =GeV=c. The COT also provides specific energy
loss, dE=dx, information for charged particle identification
with a separation between pions and kaons of approximately 1:4 [28]. The central tracking system is immersed
in a superconducting solenoid that provides a 1.4 T axial
magnetic field.
Electromagnetic (CEM) [29] and hadronic (CHA) [30]
calorimeters are located outside the COT and the solenoid,
where they are arranged in a projective-tower geometry.
The electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters are leadscintillator and iron-scintillator sampling devices, respectively. The energy resolution for the CDF central calorimep
ter is ET =ET  13:5%= ET 2  1:5%2 1=2 for
electromagnetic showers [29,31] and ET =ET 
p
75%= ET 2  3%2 1=2 for hadrons [21,30], where ET
is measured in GeV. The electromagnetic shower detector
(CES) consists of a layer of proportional chambers with
wire and strip readout and is located six radiation lengths
deep in the CEM calorimeters, near the electromagnetic
shower maximum. The CES provides a measurement of
electromagnetic shower profiles in both the ’ and z directions for use in electron identification. Muon candidates are
identified with two sets of multilayer drift chambers and
scintillator counters [32,33]; the central muon detector
(CMU) is located outside the calorimeters and the central
muon upgrade detector (CMP) is located behind an additional 60 cm of iron shielding, equivalent to approximately
three pion interaction lengths. The CMU provides coverage for particles with jj < 0:6 and pT > 1:4 GeV=c. The
CMP covers the same pseudorapidity region, but identifies
muons with pT > 2:0 GeV=c with higher purity than
muons reconstructed in the CMU only.
B. Trigger requirements
CDF uses a three-level trigger system [21], where each
level provides a rate reduction sufficient to allow for processing at the next level with minimal dead time. At level 1,
data from every beam crossing are stored in a pipeline
memory capable of buffering data for 5:5 s. The level 1
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trigger either rejects an event or copies the data into one of
four level 2 buffers. At level 2, a substantial fraction of the
event data is available for analysis by the dedicated trigger
processors. Events that pass the level 1 and level 2 trigger
selection criteria are then sent to the level 3 trigger [34,35],
a cluster of computers running a speed-optimized reconstruction code. Events selected by level 3 are written to
permanent mass storage.
Tracking plays a significant role in the triggers utilized
for this analysis. Semileptonic B ! ‘  ‘ DX decays are
recorded using a trigger that requires a lepton and a track
displaced from the interaction point and identified with the
silicon vertex trigger (SVT) [36]. The decay topology of
semileptonic B decays is sketched in Fig. 1. Tracks are
reconstructed at level 1 with the extremely fast tracker
(XFT) [37] by examining COT hits from the four axial
superlayers. The XFT provides r-’ tracking information
and can identify tracks with pT > 1:5 GeV=c with high
efficiency ( > 90%) and good transverse momentum resolution, pT =pT  0:016 pT = GeV=c . XFT tracks can
be matched with either calorimeter clusters to identify
electron candidates or with track segments in the muon
detectors to identify muon candidates. The XFT tracks are
extrapolated into the silicon detector system, where the
SVT uses the SVX II measurements of charge deposits
from charged particles to form simplified tracks. In addition, the SVT determines the distance of closest approach
in the transverse plane, d0 , with respect to the pp beam
line, which is determined from a time-dependent line fit to
the locus of primary interaction vertices determined from
all tracks available at trigger level (see Fig. 1). The impact
parameter resolution of the SVT is approximately 50 m
[36,38], which includes a contribution of 35 m from the
width of the pp interaction region [39].
The primary trigger used in this measurement requires
that the lepton and the displaced track (SVT track) must
have transverse momentum values greater than 4 GeV=c
and 2 GeV=c, respectively. The displaced track’s impact
parameter, d0 , must exceed 120 m and be less than 1 mm
to reject decay products of long-lived hadrons, such as KS0
or 0 . The opening angle, , between the lepton and

νl

l

d0
VP

B

VB

D
VD

D

SVT

FIG. 1 (color online). Sketch of semileptonic B-decay topology in the transverse plane, where VP is the primary vertex, VB is
the decay vertex of the bottom hadron, VD is the decay vertex of
the charm hadron, and d0 is defined in the text. ‘‘SVT’’ indicates
the track selected by the displaced track SVT trigger, which is
also defined in the text.

SVT
track
is
required
to
satisfy
2 


‘ ; SVT track  90 to increase the probability that
the two tracks originate from the same B hadron.
Additionally, the invariant mass between the trigger
lepton and SVT triggered track must be less than
the nominal bottom hadron mass, m‘ ; SVT track 
p
p ‘   p0 SVT2 < 5 GeV=c2 , where the SVT
track is assumed to have the pion mass. The trigger lepton
requirements are described in conjunction with their analysis selections in Sec. II C 1. Events that pass these trigger
requirements are recorded to the lepton plus SVT trigger
data stream for further analysis. In this measurement both
the muon and electron plus SVT trigger data (e  SVT and
  SVT) are used. An additional trigger utilized for
selecting B events is the two-track trigger (TTT), which
requires two displaced tracks. Large semileptonic B
samples are also available with this trigger [40,41],
although the false lepton background is much larger as
well. Semileptonic events from the TTT are used in this
analysis for a study of the systematic uncertainty arising
from false leptons.
C. Data selection and reconstruction
Events from the lepton plus SVT trigger data stream are
used to reconstruct semileptonic bottom hadron decays in
this analysis. First, trigger leptons are identified by reconfirming the trigger decision with offline quantities after
event reconstruction. Charm candidates are then reconstructed, with the SVT track required to match one of the
daughter tracks from the charm decay. The selections on
the lepton-charm signals obtained are optimized to reduce
combinatoric background and improve signal significance.
Noncombinatoric backgrounds in the charm signals are
handled separately.
1. Trigger lepton identification
The data analysis begins by identifying the trigger leptons from the e  SVT and   SVT trigger streams. The
electron candidates are identified by requiring the following selection criteria. The longitudinal shower profile must
be consistent with that of an electron shower, with a
leakage energy from the CEM into the CHA of less than
12.5%, in order to suppress hadron contamination. The
lateral shower profile of the CEM cluster is required to
be consistent with a profile obtained from test beam electrons after appropriate corrections. The association of a
single track with the calorimeter shower is made based on
the position matching at the CES plane, with both jz 
sinj < 5 cm and rj’j < 3 cm conditions required. To
achieve good agreement between data and Monte Carlo
(MC) simulation (see Sec. IVA), an isolation requirement
is applied to the trigger electron candidates by requiring
that exactly only one track is found that projects to the
CEM towers used to define the electron energy. To recon-
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firm electron trigger cuts, the offline reconstructed ET and
pT of the electron candidate are required to be greater than
4 GeV and 4 GeV=c, respectively. Additionally, electron
candidates from photon conversions in the detector material are removed by rejecting those electron candidates that
have a small opening angle  < 0:03 with oppositely
charged particles in the event.
Trigger muon candidates are reconstructed by extrapolating tracks measured in the COT to the muon system,
where they are matched to track segments (stubs) reconstructed in the muon chambers. A CMU or CMP stub is
required to have hits in at least three out of the four layers
of planar drift chambers. Trigger muons are required to
have hits in both the CMU and CMP muon chambers. The
separation between a track segment reconstructed in the
muon chamber and the extrapolated COT track is computed. The uncertainty in this quantity is dominated by
multiple scattering in the traversed detector material. For
good track to stub matching, this separation is required to
be less than 15 and 20 cm in the r’ view for CMU and
CMP, respectively. The transverse momentum of a muon
candidate reconstructed offline is required to be greater
than 4 GeV=c.
2. Charm candidate selection
The SVT track is required to match one of the final state
tracks in the five reconstructed charm signals: D0 !
K   , D  ! D0 ! K    , D ! K    ,
 


 
D
s ! ! K K  , and c ! pK  . Only wellreconstructed tracks with pT  0:4 GeV=c and at least
three silicon r-’ hits are retained for offline analysis. To
ensure good track quality, all charm daughter tracks, except
for the soft pion from the D  decay, are required to have at
least five hits in at least two axial and two stereo COT
superlayers. There are no COT requirements on the D 
soft pion. During data reconstruction the track parameters
are corrected for the ionization energy loss appropriate to
the mass hypothesis under consideration. In addition,
tracks are required to be fiducial in the COT, so that only
tracks which are well-described by the simulation (see
Sec. IVA) are used for further analysis. In particular, tracks
that fall within jzj  1:5 cm of the COT midplane, where
no track information is recorded, and tracks that originate
outside of the COT volume at jzj  155 cm are excluded
from the analysis. In addition, all tracks must at least pass
through the axial SL 6 before exiting the COT. This means
the exit radius of the track must be greater than the radius
of the sixth superlayer rSL 6  106 cm. This requirement is
tightened for the SVT trigger track and the trigger lepton.
Both tracks must pass through SL 8 of the COT (rSL 8 
131 cm) as required in the trigger. The invariant mass of
the D0 ! K   and D ! K    is reconstructed
within 1:40; 2:00 GeV=c2 and 1:70; 2:00 GeV=c2 , re
spectively. The reconstructed D
s !  mass is required
2
 
to be within 1:75; 2:2 GeV=c , while the 
c ! pK 

is reconstructed within 2:15; 2:40 GeV=c2 . Finally, the
reconstructed charm signals are combined with the triggered lepton in a three-dimensional kinematic fit constraining all tracks to a common vertex (see Fig. 1) to establish
signals that can be related to semileptonic B , B 0 , B 0s , and
0b decays. The  ! K  K  vertex reconstruction does
not use a constraint to the known  mass [42], although
jmK  K    1:019 GeV=c2 j < 0:0095 GeV=c2 is required to select a pure sample of  candidates.
3. Backgrounds to lepton-charm signals
Several backgrounds affect the semileptonic B signals.
Some of these can be reduced by judicious signal selection,
while some must be included in the modeling of the signal
or treated as sources of systematic uncertainties. The simplest of these backgrounds to understand are those events
arising from combinatoric sources, which are generally
estimated from the sidebands of the charm signal. In these
backgrounds, random tracks are combined to form a charm
signal which passes all charm selection requirements. This
combinatoric background can most easily be reduced by
selection requirements and modeled by the sideband
events, which are expected to exhibit the same shape
underneath the signal. A related, but more subtle type of
background is that arising from the misidentification of
tracks in one charm decay arising from incorrect assignment of particle identifications in a real charm decay,
resulting in ‘‘reflection’’ backgrounds. These backgrounds
are often flat beneath the signal of interest, but occasionally
they exhibit particular shapes that can affect the signal
distribution nonuniformly. Some reflection backgrounds
can be effectively reduced with particle identification selections, such as the specific ionization of particles, dE=dx
(see Sec. II C 4). Other reflection backgrounds, which have
nonuniform distribution in mass beneath the charm signal
are included in the fit to the signal (see Sec. II C 5). MC
simulated data is used to determine the shape of these
reflection backgrounds.
The third type of background to the semileptonic signals
arises from physical processes that produce a real lepton
and charm hadron, but not through a decay directly to ‘ D.

This includes processes which originate from the same B,
 where D ! ‘ X, and B !   D,
such as B ! DD,
where  ! ‘ X. These ‘‘physics backgrounds’’ are included in the fit to the sample composition (see Sec. III).
Other backgrounds include processes in which the lepton
and charm hadron originate from separate bb and cc quark
pairs, i.e., b ! DX, b ! ‘ X, or c ! DX, c ! ‘ X. The
bb background gives a wrong sign (WS) lepton-charm
combination, in which the charm and lepton have the
same charge, while the cc background gives right sign
(RS) lepton-charm combinations, in which the charm and
lepton have opposite charge. All of these processes are also
possible with a real charm hadron and a false lepton. In the
case of false leptons, both right sign and wrong sign lepton
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4. Signal optimization
Requirements to further enhance the lepton-charm signal include pT cuts on the p, K, and  charm daughter
tracks, and cuts on the invariant mass of the lepton-charm
p
system, m‘ D  p ‘   p0 D2 , to limit feeddown from excited charm and lepton-charm combinations
which do not originate from direct semileptonic bottom
hadron decays. Requirements are also made on the probability of the charm and lepton-charm vertex fits.
Since bottom hadrons are longer-lived, a powerful discriminant against these backgrounds is a cut on the proper
time of a ‘ D candidate. The decay distance of the B
hadron is determined by defining a quantity, Lxy PV !
‘ D, which is the transverse decay distance of the leptoncharm combination from the primary interaction vertex
(PV), projected on the ‘ D transverse momentum direction. The missing neutrino produced in the semileptonic
 and thus of the
decay prevents precise knowledge of pT B
proper decay time of the B candidate. Instead, a pseudo
proper decay time is constructed as
ct ‘ D  Lxy PV ! ‘ D 


mB
:

pT ‘ D

(1)

Entries per 100 MeV/c

A ct ‘ D > 200 m cut is applied to guarantee a signal
from long-lived bottom hadrons and to reduce signal contamination from false leptons and other processes that can
contribute a lepton and a charm hadron from uncorrelated
sources (see also Sec. II C 3). This requirement also dras1400
1200

DATA

(a)

MC

1000
800
600
400
200
0
0.0

0.5

tically reduces the combinatoric background of charm
candidates with real leptons. A cut on the significance of
the transverse decay distance of the charm meson,
Lxy PV ! D=Lxy PV!D , also reduces the light flavored
hadron contamination in the signal. A cut on pT D0  >
5 GeV=c is applied to improve agreement between the
‘ D0 data and Monte Carlo simulation used in determining the efficiencies (see Sec. IV). The selected D  candidates are a subset of the D0 candidates. Instead of
performing a vertex fit on the soft pion,  , from the
D  ! D0  decay, a tight mD  ; D0   mD0   
mD0  2 0:1440; 0:1475 GeV=c2 cut is used to select a
very clean ‘ D  sample. This reduces the systematic
uncertainty in the selection of the ‘ D  combination
relative to a ‘ D0 pair, since no additional vertex fit is
performed. Consequently, the efficiency to detect the soft
pion is better described by the simulation. Since the data
agrees well with the simulation for tracks with pT greater
than 400 MeV=c, as can be seen in Fig. 2, the soft pion
efficiency is determined from the simulation. A tight
mD  ; D0  2 0:1440; 0:1475 GeV=c2 cut is used to
select a very clean ‘ D  sample.
In order to determine the final analysis selection, kinematic selection criteria is optimized with respect to the
combinatoric background for each lepton-charm channel,
with additional cuts designed to limit noncombinatoric
background, such as the ct ‘ D and pT D cuts, applied
during the optimization.
The figure of merit (FOM) used
p
for optimization is S= S  B. The signal, S, is taken from
and
0b ! ‘  ‘ 
inclusive
B ! ‘  ‘ DX
c X
Monte Carlo (see Sec. IVA). The background, B, is taken
from the sidebands of the charm signal. In order for the
FOM to accurately reflect the significance of the signals in
data, S is scaled to the expected data signal with a set of
nominal cuts obtained by first optimizing each cut individually without applying any other cut. The cuts are then
optimized a second time applying all optimal cuts from the
prior optimization except the cut being optimized. After
two or three successive iterations, a stable optimal cut point
is reached for all cuts.
A particle identification cut using dE=dx is found useful
for reducing the combinatoric background in the 
c sigEntries per 100 MeV/c

charm are expected to be present. Backgrounds which do
not originate from the same B hadron are treated as a
source of systematic uncertainty and described by the
wrong sign lepton-charm events, which primarily describe
false leptons (see Sec. VI A). Since the cc production cross
section is softer than the bb cross section at the Tevatron
[43,44] and because of the additional lifetime requirement
on the lepton-charm system discussed below, the cc background is assumed to be small for a charm hadron decaying
to a lepton with pT > 4 GeV=c [45] and is ignored, while
the bb background is implicitly included in the false lepton
systematic uncertainty.

1.0

pT(π) [GeV/c]

800

DATA

(b)

MC

600
400
200
0
0.0

0.5

1.0

pT(π) [GeV/c]

FIG. 2 (color online). Comparisons between data and simulation of pT  , the soft pion from the D
and (b) e D  mode.
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16000

To cancel as many differences in signal reconstruction as
possible, the selection criteria is kept as similar as is
feasible across charm channels. The optimized cuts designed to limit both the combinatoric and some noncombinatoric backgrounds are unified to minimize the
differences in selections between channels. However,
some cuts, in which different optimal values are expected
due to differences in the decay kinematics, are not forced to
be similar. For example, the proper decay time of the D
meson and 
c baryon differ by a factor of about five. The
selection criteria applied to the lepton-charm decay signatures are listed in Table I. Additional selection requirements to reduce noncombinatoric backgrounds are
discussed next.

proton
kaon

14000
Entries per 0.01
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pion

12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
0.0

0.5
Likelihood Ratio

1.0

FIG. 3 (color online). dE=dx LR distribution for protons
from 0 ! p and kaons and pions from D  ! D0 !
K    with the proton hypothesis applied. Tracks with
LR to the right of the dashed vertical line are identified as
protons.

5. Reflection backgrounds
The selection criteria discussed above (see Sec. II C 4)
optimize the signal sensitivity with respect to the combinatoric background. However, there are other noncombinatoric backgrounds that must be considered. This is
partially achieved with the ct ‘ D and pT D cuts discussed previously. Another significant background arises
from reflections, which occur when the particle identifications in charm decay are misassigned. For example, if the
  
K  from a D
s ! K K  decay is assigned the pion
  
mass, the  K  combination can contribute to the D
signal. Figure 4 shows the shapes determined from MC for
reflections from (a) D0 , (b) D  , (c) D , (d) D
s , and
decays
when
these
decay
channels
are
recon(e) 
c
structed as a different charm mode. The shapes are normalized to their expected contributions, e.g., assuming
fu :fd :fs :fb  0:4:0:4:0:1:0:1, where these numerical values are for illustrative purposes only. The D
s !
K  K   decay is the most significant reflection background below the D signal, shown in Fig. 4(c). This
reflection is particularly problematic because the D
s reflection begins just underneath the real D signal. Potential

nal. The combinatoric background can be significantly
reduced by correctly identifying the proton from the 
c !
pK   decay utilizing the specific energy loss of the
proton track measured in the COT. A dE=dx likelihood
ratio, LR, requirement is applied to the proton. The likelihood ratio is defined by the relation LRp
Lp= LpLKLLeL , where Li /
expfZ2i =22Zi g and Zi  ln dE=dxmeas
=dE=dxpred
.
i
i
Figure 3 shows the resulting LR distributions for protons
from the 0 ! p decay and kaons and pions from the
D  ! D0 ! K    decay with the proton hypothesis applied. Muons are indistinguishable from pions, while
electrons are well-separated from all of the other distributions, since their mass is so much lower than the mass of
the other particles. A cut on LRp > 0:3, as determined
from the control samples, is applied to reduce background
while keeping the proton efficiency high. This cut primarily removes pions, since the dE=dx separation between
protons and kaons is not as good.

TABLE I. Signal selection requirements.
Selection cuts
ctD cm 2
ct ‘ D cm >
ct ‘ D cm <
m‘ D GeV=c2 2
pT D GeV=c >
pT p GeV=c >
pT K GeV=c >
22D D<
vertex prob‘ D>
Lxy =Lxy D>
mD  ; D0  GeV=c2 2
pT   GeV=c >
jm  1:019j GeV=c2 <
dE=dxLRp>

‘  D0
0:01; 0:10
0.02
0.04
[2.4, 5.1]
5.0
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
4.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

‘ D



0:01; 0:10
0.02
0.04
[2.4, 5.1]
5.0
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
4.5
[0.1440, 0.1475]
0.4
Not applicable
Not applicable
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‘ D

‘ D
s

‘  
c

0:01; 0:20
0.02
0.04
[2.4, 5.1]
Not applicable
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
11
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

0:01; 0:10
0.02
0.04
[2.4, 5.1]
Not applicable
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
5
Not applicable
Not applicable
0.0095
Not applicable

0:01; 0:05
0.02
0.04
[3.4, 5.5]
Not applicable
2.0
0.6
5
104
4.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable
0.3
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FIG. 4 (color online). Monte Carlo simulation reflection shapes for (a) D0 , (b) D  , (c) D , (d) D
s , and (e) c . The shapes are
normalized to their expected contributions, assuming fu :fd :fs :fb  0:4:0:4:0:1:0:1, used for illustrative purposes only.

  
tive to the inclusive set of D
s ! K K  decays that
contribute to the reflection. The converse D ! K   
  
reflection in the D
s ! K K  signal is negligible due
to the  mass cut applied to the K  K  invariant mass.

2

450

Entries per 4 MeV/c

p- misidentification is a significant consideration in the

  

c signal, shown in Fig. 4(e). The D ! K   decay
significantly contributes to the background beneath the 
c
signal, although its contribution is flat underneath the
signal.
   reflection backThe shape of the D
s !K K 

  
ground beneath the D ! K   signal is determined
from a Monte Carlo simulation (see Sec. IVA) study, in
which semileptonic B 0s ! ‘  ‘ D
s X decays are generated.
In these MC events D ! K    candidates are then
reconstructed. The resulting K    invariant mass distribution is shown in Fig. 5. The normalization of the
  
reflection shape in the fit to the D
D
s !K K 
signal is determined by reconstructing a D
s ! !
K  K   signal from the wide signal window,
1:78 GeV=c2  mD ! K      1:95 GeV=c2 ,
shown in Fig. 6. A mass cut of jmK  K   
1:019 GeV=c2 j < 0:0095 GeV=c2 , designed to reduce
background to the D
s signal, is applied to the  !
K  K  decay. Monte Carlo simulation is then used to
measure the efficiency of the D  s !  decay rela-

400
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100
50
0
1.70
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1.90

1.95

2.00

2

mass(Kππ) [GeV/c ]

 
FIG. 5 (color online). Combined D
s e and Ds  reflection
into the K    invariant mass. The reflection is determined

from an inclusive MC sample of B 0s ! ‘  ‘ D
s X, where all Ds
meson decay modes are included.
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The numbers of D
s candidates that contribute to the D
lepton-charm samples in the wide mass window around the
  
D signal are Ne D
s ! K K    1580  130 and




N Ds ! K K    2570  210. The normalization

of the D
s reflection in the D signal is later constrained
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ND
s !   reconstructed in mK 2 1:78; 1:95 in the (a) e  SVT and (b)   SVT data.

  
Ndata D
s !K K  
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In a manner completely analogous to the way the D
s

signal yield, Ndata D
s !  , is determined in data, the

  
D
s candidates decaying to the  and K K  states,




NMC Ds !   and NMC Ds ! K K   , respectively, are determined from the Monte Carlo simulation.
The number of D
s mesons expected to contribute to the
D signal can then be calculated by evaluating
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FIG. 6 (color online).
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FIG. 7 (color online).   SVT right sign (RS) (points with error bars) and WS (histogram) invariant mass distribution of (a) D0 ,

(b) D  , (c) D , (d) D
s , (e) c with all cuts applied and (f) without the dE=dx cut applied. The fit parametrizations described in the
text are overlaid.
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FIG. 8 (color online). e  SVT RS (points with error bars) and WS (histogram) invariant mass distribution of (a) D0 , (b) D  ,

(c) D , (d) D
s , (e) c with all cuts applied and (f) without the dE=dx cut applied. The fit parametrizations described in the text are
overlaid.

to the predicted number of D
s reflection events in the fit to
the D signal (see Sec. II D).

Since the D and D
s reflections in the c signal are
relatively flat under the signal region, sideband subtraction
is expected to remove the effect of the D and D
s reflections on the 
signal
distributions
within
statistical
unc
certainty. Correspondingly, the event count obtained by
fitting the 
c signal is not expected to be significantly
influenced by the presence of these backgrounds.
Additionally, the dE=dx cut applied to the proton (discussed in the previous section) reduces contamination
from pions, which contribute to the D ! K    and
D  ! K    reflections.
D. Signal yields






The mK   , mK   , mK  K   , and
mpK   mass spectra are fit to determine the number
of lepton-charm events for the ‘ D , ‘ D0 , ‘ D  ,
 
‘ D
s , and ‘ c samples. The invariant mass distributions of the charm signals are shown in Fig. 7 for the  
SVT data and in Fig. 8 for the e  SVT data with all
lepton, charm, and lepton-charm selection criteria applied.

The distributions are fit with a double Gaussian and linear
background shape. The reflection of D
s decays into the
D final state is included in the fit to the D signal. The
normalization of the D
s reflection is constrained to the
predicted number of D
s reflection events as described
above. In order to keep the broad Gaussian and reflection
shapes reasonably independent, the double Gaussian
means and widths for the D are determined before the
reflection shape is added to the fit. When the combined fit
is performed, the parameters of the double Gaussian are
constrained within their uncertainties. The fits to the D0 ,

D  , D , D
s , and c charm signals for right sign leptoncharm pairs are shown in Fig. 7 for the   SVT data and
in Fig. 8 for the e  SVT data. The invariant mass distributions for wrong sign combinations of lepton-charm
pairs, e.g., D ‘ , are also included in Figs. 7 and 8,
indicating no significant contributions of possible backgrounds, such as false leptons, to be present in the right
sign signals (see also Sec. VI A). The fitted lepton-charm
yields are listed in Table II. The D
s reflection is not
included in the D yield, since the fit shape to the D
includes a separate shape for the D
s reflection, as discussed in Sec. II C 5. The dE=dx cut flattens the back-
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TABLE II. Fitted signal yields for lepton-charm final states in 360 pb1 together with the
FOM from the signal optimization and the probability of the mass fit.
e  SVT
Decay
‘ D0
‘ D 
‘ D
‘ D
s
‘ 
c

Yield
16 939  160
2998  56
10 779  149
1012  44
1755  106

FOM
122
54.1
90.2
27.3
32.8

  SVT
Fit Prob. [%]
64.4
1.27
9.43
7.84
33.9

ground and reduces its overall level by a factor of 5, while
it reduces the signal by 35% in the   SVT data and
28% in the e  SVT data as can be seen in Fig. 7(e), 7(f),
8(e), and 8(f).

Yield
29 909  224
5492  77
20 236  216
2069  84
2984  130

N‘ D   NB 0   BB 0 ! ‘  ‘ D 
 BD ! K    
 "B 0 ! ‘  ‘ D ; D ! K    
  fd  B 0   B 0 ! ‘  ‘ D 
 NB

This measurement uses flavor SU(3) symmetry to describe the branching fractions of semileptonic B meson
decays; therefore, the partial widths of the semileptonic
decays of B mesons are chosen to be equal, namely

where
B ! ‘  ‘ X 

1


 BB ! ‘  ‘ X:
B

(5)

This assumption is referred to as the spectator model,
which also implies that the partial widths of the semileptonic bottom hadron decays into the pseudoscalar, vector,
or higher excited D states are expected to be equal,
B 0 ! ‘  ‘ D   B ! ‘  ‘ D0 
 B 0s ! ‘  ‘ D
s 
 B ! ‘  ‘ D;
with similar relations holding for D and D
additional constraint that

(6)

 BD ! K    
 "B 0 ! ‘  ‘ D ; D ! K    : (8)
The number of reconstructed ‘ D combinations,
N‘ D , can be related to the number of B 0 mesons,
NB 0 , produced in the fragmentation process by the
branching fraction of the B  ! ‘   ‘ D decay, the
branching fraction of the D ! K    charm decay,
and the detection and reconstruction efficiencies for the
 represent the number
entire decay chain. NB 0  and NB
of B 0 and generic bottom hadrons produced, respectively.
However, as sketched in Fig. 9, cross talk between the
various bottom hadron species via the excited charm states
necessitates a sample composition parametrization to relate the lepton-charm signals to the parent bottom hadrons.
Introducing the relative fragmentation fractions, the sample composition for the B 0 can be written (for illustrative
purposes) as

decays. The

D *0

B

B ! ‘  ‘ D   B ! ‘  ‘ D    B ! ‘  ‘ D 
 B ! ‘  ‘ X;
(7)
is also applied to the partial widths. This constraint includes nonresonant decays and b ! u transitions in addition to actual D decays in the D partial width. Since
excited 0b semileptonic decays are not necessarily welldescribed by the spectator model, fixed branching fractions
are used to describe those decays [46] (see Table VI).
A simplified example illustrating the procedure used to
extract the sample composition follows. Assuming that the
only source of ‘ D combinations is from the direct decay

Fit Prob. %
12.5
1.14
50.7
30.2
40.9

of a neutral B meson, such as B  ! ‘   ‘ D , the number of reconstructed ‘ D events can be expressed as

III. SAMPLE COMPOSITION DETERMINATION
PROCEDURE

B 0 ! ‘  ‘ X  B ! ‘  ‘ X  B 0s ! ‘  ‘ X;
(4)

FOM
159
73.3
114
36.6
40.9

D ** 0

D0

D ** +

D+
D *+

B0

D +S

*+
D*
S
B S0
FIG. 9 (color online).
B-meson species.
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N‘ D   NB 0   BD ! K    

 X

BB 0 ! ‘  ‘ D X"B 0 ! ‘  ‘ D X

B 0 !D X

fu X
BB ! ‘  ‘ D X"B ! ‘  ‘ D X
fd B !D X


 X
fs
f
BB 0s ! ‘  ‘ D X"B 0s ! ‘  ‘ D X :

1 u
fu  fd
fd B 0 !D X



s

TABLE III. Bottom hadron semileptonic sample composition used in the measurement. NR
refers to nonresonant decays.
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TABLE IV. Partial widths of the B mesons used (from
Ref. [42]).

TABLE VII. Ground state charm branching fractions B used
in the measurement (from Ref. [42]).

B Decay

Charm Decay

B ! ‘  ‘ D
 B ! ‘  ‘ D 
 B ! ‘  ‘ D

Partial Width [ps1 ]



0:0134  0:0009
0:0372  0:0017
0:0141  0:0010

The sample composition parametrization requires
knowledge of the branching fractions of the charm hadrons, which are determined from the world average values
as compiled by the Particle Data Group (PDG) [42], when
available, and from theoretical predictions and symmetry
principles [47], when not available in the PDG. The parametrization also requires knowledge of the efficiency of
reconstructing the decay, which is primarily determined
from Monte Carlo simulations. In addition to the primary
decays that contribute to the semileptonic signal, indirect
 D ! ‘ X) contribsemileptonic decays (e.g., B ! DDX,

uting to the ‘ D final state are also included in the parametrization of the sample composition. All of the decays
considered in the bottom hadron sample composition procedure are listed in Table III (see also Fig. 9).
The bottom meson branching fractions are included via
the partial widths, listed in Table IV, and adjusted by the
lifetime of the respective bottom hadron, given in Table V.
The branching fractions used for the 0b semileptonic
decays are estimated from measurements of the branching
fractions made in other CDF measurements [46], as shown
TABLE V. Bottom hadron lifetimes used in the measurement
(from Ref. [42]).
B Lifetimes
B 0 
B 
B = B 0 
B 0s 
0b 

[ps]
1:536  0:014
1:671  0:018
1:086  0:017
1:461  0:057
1:229  0:080

TABLE VI. 0b branching fractions B used in the measurement (from Ref. [46]). The lack of a quoted uncertainty indicates
an assumption made for B. NR refers to nonresonant decays.
0b Decay


‘  ‘ 
c X
‘  ‘ 
c
‘  ‘ c 2593
‘  ‘ c 2625
‘  ‘ c 2455 
‘  ‘ c 2455 0
‘  ‘ c 24550 
‘  ‘ c f0
‘  ‘ c   (NR)
‘  ‘ c 0 0 (NR)

B
9:2  2:1%
6:54  0:22%
3:07  1:02  103
5:14  0:99  103
2:7  1:0  103
2:7  1:0  103
2:7  1:0  103
2:6  103
5:2  103
2:6  103
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D

B%

K   

!
D0 ! K  
D  ! D0 

D
s ! 

 ! K K
 

c ! pK 

8:8  0:6
3:80  0:09
67:7  0:5
3:6  0:9
49:1  0:6
5:0  1:3

in Table VI. The ground state charm branching fractions
used in this measurement are listed in Table VII.
IV. EFFICIENCIES
Since the bottom hadron fragmentation fractions are
measured relative to each other, most efficiencies in the
measurements are expected to cancel. Many of the remaining relative efficiencies are determined from Monte Carlo
simulated data in which the trigger and all detector calibrations are configured just as they are determined for a
given run in real data. Comparisons between the data and
the inclusive simulation samples, discussed in the subsequent section, validate the use of simulation to estimate the
relative efficiencies between B semileptonic decays and
the lepton-charm signals. A few absolute efficiencies, such
as the different XFT trigger efficiencies for K, , and p are
not properly described in the Monte Carlo simulation.
These efficiencies must be determined from data and are
discussed in Sec. IV B.
A. Monte Carlo simulation
Monte Carlo simulation is used at various points
throughout the measurement. Although the simulation utilized in the sample composition process is generated both
for exclusive bottom hadron decays and inclusive B semileptonic decays, all of the Monte Carlo simulation samples
used in the measurement have the same parameters for
generation. The simulated events are passed through the
GEANT-based [48,49] CDF II detector simulation [50].
GEANT 3 simulates the passage of the long-lived particles
through the material of the detector and includes multiple
scattering effects. All simulated samples are generated
with a ‘‘realistic,’’ rather than parametric, simulation. A
tuned magnetic field and GEANT material description [51]
are applied in order to correct for regions of the detector
where the material is under-represented in the simulation.
A single bottom hadron is generated according to an
input transverse momentum and rapidity spectrum, which
have been determined from data. The pT spectrum, obtained in the inclusive J= cross section measurement
[20], is used as the input B meson spectrum. However, it
appears that the momentum distributions of the 0b decay
products, in particular, the ‘ 
c momentum spectrum, are
not well-described using the same spectrum as is used for
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[53]. The
baryon semileptonic decay model is newly
implemented [45] into the EVTGEN package for this
measurement. The baryon form factors for the primary
semileptonic 0b ! ‘  ‘ c ;  decays are taken from
constituent quark model calculations made by Pervin
et al. [54]. These results agree with the large Nc predictions
by Leibovich and Stewart [55] to order O1=mQ .
Nonresonant 0b decays, which are expected to contribute
comparatively little to the total 
b semileptonic width, are
described by a phase space decay model.
Data-simulation comparison
Four inclusive Monte Carlo simulation samples, B 0 !
B 0s ! ‘  ‘ D
s X, and
validate the use of simulation to determine the kinematic efficiencies of the bottom
hadron semileptonic decays used in the measurement. The
agreement between the data and the Monte Carlo should
not be very sensitive to variations in the D branching
fractions between the default EVTGEN table and the one
to be later determined in the fit for the fragmentation
fractions. The agreement between data and the
Monte Carlo simulation is checked for quantities used in
the signal selection (listed in Table I). In general, the
agreement between data and simulation is good in both
the   SVT and e  SVT data. A typical example of
comparisons between data and Monte Carlo in the  
SVT sample is shown in Fig. 11 for (a) ct  D ,
(b) ct  D , (c) pT  D , and (d) m D . A
complete set of comparisons between the data and MC
can be found in Ref. [45]. The area of the simulation
distribution is normalized to the corresponding area of
the data distribution for this comparison. The quality of
the comparisons are quantified by fitting the ratio of the
data to the simulation by both a first order polynomial and a
‘  ‘ D0; X, B ! ‘  ‘ D0; X,
0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X are generated to

Entries per 2 GeV

Entries per 2 GeV

the B mesons, as can be seen in Fig. 10(a). The
Monte Carlo simulation generated  
c transverse momentum spectrum is observed to be harder than the measured semileptonic spectrum. This indicates a potential
difference in the momentum dependence of b baryon and
B meson fragmentation processes. Consequently, instead
of using the spectrum used for the mesons, a pT spectrum
derived from the semileptonic ‘ 
c data is used in the
measurement. This tuned spectrum [45] shows good agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation, as shown
in Fig. 10(b). The tuned ‘ 
c spectrum is obtained by
reweighting the bottom hadron pT spectrum measured
from the inclusive J= cross section measurement [20].
The reweighting function is determined from the disagreement between the ‘ 
c data and the generated spectrum,
which is fit to a first order polynomial, w  b  m  pT ,
where b  1:43  0:08 and m  0:026  0:007 are the
values of the fit averaged between the e  SVT and  
SVT data. The tuned spectrum is then varied by 2 of the
uncertainty on the slope (m ) to bound the uncertainty on
this spectrum (see Sec. VI I). All of the Monte Carlo
simulation events are generated with an input pT threshold
 > 5 GeV=c and jBj
 < 1:1.
of pT B
After the bottom hadron is generated, it is then decayed
using the EVTGEN decay package [47], which decays the
particles according to a user-specified decay chain and
theoretical decay models. The B meson form factors used
in the Monte Carlo simulation for this analysis are taken
from various models based on the heavy quark effective
theory [52,53]. The ISGW2 [52] model implemented in
EVTGEN governs the B meson semileptonic decays to the
ground state and doubly excited charm mesons, while the
heavy quark effective theory decay model, implemented in
EVTGEN, is used for the B meson semileptonic decays to
excited charm states. Nonresonant D meson decays are
described by the model developed by Goity and Roberts
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FIG. 10 (color online). Comparisons of  
c transverse momentum spectrum between data and Monte Carlo simulation generated
according to the pT spectrum inferred from (a) the inclusive J= cross section measurement and (b) the tuned semileptonic 0b
spectrum. The corresponding bottom plots show the ratio of data over MC with fits of a constant (dotted) and straight line (solid)
overlaid.
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FIG. 12 (color online). XFT efficiency "XFT as a function of p1
T for pions (upper curve) and kaons (lower curve) for various run
ranges indicated in distributions (a) through (e).
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constant. The former indicates potential biases between the
two distributions (i.e., whether the simulation distribution
is too hard or soft relative to the data), while the latter gives
a measure of overall agreement between the distributions.
No significant disagreement, determined from the fit to a
constant line, is observed between the data and simulation
in the quantities used for the signal selection.
B. Relative efficiency determination from data
Many efficiencies in the measurement of the relative
fragmentation fractions are expected to cancel, and many
of the remaining relative efficiencies are determined from
the Monte Carlo simulation. The few efficiencies that are
not well-described by the simulation are determined from
the data and discussed next.
1. XFT efficiency
Differences in the XFT efficiencies of kaons, pions, and
protons are expected due to the stringent hit requirement
placed on COT tracks by the XFT trigger. Since the dE=dx

of kaons and protons is lower than the dE=dx of pions for
pt > 2 GeV=c, the COT hit requirement leads to a lower
efficiency for kaons and protons relative to the pion XFT
efficiency. These efficiencies are difficult to describe in the
Monte Carlo simulation due to varying COT operating
conditions during the data-taking period of this measurement. Therefore, they are derived from the data. The SVT
efficiencies, which contribute to the triggers used in this
measurement, depend directly on the XFT efficiencies. The
species dependence of the SVT efficiencies originates
entirely from the XFT, since the energy loss between K,
, and p is negligible in the silicon detector relative to the
drift chamber. The differences in the SVT efficiencies
between reconstructed lepton-charm channels are therefore
described by the dependence of XFT efficiencies on particle species.
The XFT efficiencies for K and  are measured by
reconstructing the D ! K    decay mode in the
TTT data sample, where two tracks are required to match
to the SVT trigger and no lepton requirement is made. Two
of the final state K or  tracks are matched to the SVT
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FIG. 13 (color online). Ratio "XFT Data="XFT MC as a function of p1
T for pions (upper line) and kaons (lower line) for various run
ranges indicated in distributions (a) through (e).
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from the efficiency of reconstructing an additional single
track. Since the Monte Carlo simulation contains only the
decay products of the generated bottom hadron and no
additional tracks from the fragmentation process or underlying event, the efficiency of reconstructing a track in a
simulation event is different from that in data. Thus the
single track efficiency is determined from the data relative
to the simulation. In order to evaluate this efficiency, the
lepton plus four track state  D0 with D0 !
K     , is reconstructed and normalized to the
 D0 decay with D0 ! K   in both the data and the
simulation. This represents the square of the efficiency,
"2trk , to find a single track in the data relative to the
simulation, assuming that the reconstruction of the third
and fourth tracks in the D0 ! K     decay are
uncorrelated. This assumption will be treated as a source
of systematic uncertainty, as discussed in Sec. VI. This
procedure yields the single track efficiency in data relative
to the same efficiency in MC, "trk  87:8  0:8stat1:9
0:9 
B%, where the systematic uncertainty is dominated by
the knowledge of the relative branching fraction BD0 !
K     =BRD0 ! K     2:10  0:03  0:06
[56], which is used to adjust the generated Monte Carlo
simulation samples for both D0 decay modes.

tracks. The track that is not matched to an SVT track is
treated as the unbiased track, which is then examined to
determine whether it could have fired the XFT trigger.
Tracks that could have passed the XFT trigger are included
in the numerator of the efficiency, while all unbiased tracks
are included in the denominator. A similar procedure is
carried out for the proton XFT efficiency, using 0 ! p
events reconstructed in data collected with the TTT, where
two other tracks in the event are required to have fired the
SVT trigger. These efficiencies, binned in time to span the
data set used, are shown in Fig. 12 for K and . The ratio of
the K and  efficiencies determined in the data relative to
those determined in the corresponding Monte Carlo simulation are shown in Fig. 13. These corrections are parametrized by linear functions of the form a0  a1 =pT , and the
obtained fit parameters are listed in Table VIII. Details of
the fits for the proton XFT efficiency can be found in
Ref. [45].
2. dE=dx efficiency
The dE=dx efficiency of the LR cut applied to the
proton, discussed previously in Sec. II C 4, is also evaluated from data and the Monte Carlo simulation is adjusted
accordingly. The 0 ! p control sample is used to
evaluate the efficiency of the LRp > 0:3 cut applied
to the proton from the 
c decay. The dE=dx efficiency is
obtained by dividing the number of protons that pass the
dE=dx LRp cut by all protons in bins of proton transverse momentum. The shape of the efficiency is parametrized by two functional forms: a third order polynomial
plus a constant and using only a constant. Both parametrizations fit the data well; the former is used as the default
parametrization in the measurement, while the latter is
used in the evaluation of systematic uncertainties (see
Sec. VI).

4. Total relative efficiency
The relative efficiencies "rel that are included in the
sample composition are the product of the acceptance
"accep , lepton plus SVT trigger efficiency "trigg , analysis
efficiency "an , and adjusted XFT efficiency "p=K= trigg ,
"rel ‘ D   "accep MC  "trigg MC  "an MC
 "p=K= trigg data=MC:

The relative efficiencies are similar for the other leptoncharm signals. An extra factor of "1
track data=MC is needed
for "rel ‘ D0  and "rel ‘ D   to adjust the two-track
charm topology relative to the three-track charm states,
while the ‘ 
c relative efficiency requires an additional

3. Single track efficiency
The difference in efficiency between the two-track
charm topology in the D0 ! K   decay and a threetrack topology such as the D ! K    decay arises
TABLE VIII.

Parametrizations for the XFT Monte Carlo simulation corrections.
K

Data period
Feb’02 –Oct’02
Oct’02 –Jan’03
Jan’03–Jun’03
Jun’03–Sep’03
Sep’03–Aug’04



a0

a1

a0

a1

0:9931  0:05
0:9584  0:02
0:9359  0:02
0:9282  0:01
0:9643  0:01

0:0725  0:02
0:1952  0:007
0:1919  0:007
0:1897  0:005
0:0907  0:004

0:9772  0:03
1:0016  0:01
0:9851  0:01
0:9921  0:008
0:9931  0:007

0:009 68  0:01
0:1501  0:005
0:1341  0:004
0:1776  0:004
0:0678  0:003

Proton
Feb’02 –Jun’03

(10)

a0

a1

a2

a3

1:063  0:090

1:326  0:963

3:198  3:218

2:203  3:391
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efficiency correction "dE=dx data for the dE=dx cut imposed on the proton candidate.
Monte Carlo yields in each channel are determined by
fitting the simulation signal with a double Gaussian, analogous to the fits to the data. A single Gaussian is used to
obtain the yield in the indirect lepton-charm decays, where
the lepton originates from B !  DX,  ! ‘ X, or

 D ! ‘ X), because the
another charm (e.g., B ! DDX,
yields are generally quite low in these channels and are
poorly described by a double Gaussian. The total efficiencies derived for ‘ D , ‘ D0 , ‘ D  , and ‘ D
s channels
are listed in Tables IX, X, XI, and XII for each B mode
considered in the sample composition. The efficiencies are
calculated relative to a reference channel where the yield

TABLE IX. Efficiencies from ‘ D Monte Carlo simulation. For display purpose, the efficiencies are given relative to the ground
state charm mode with the yield of the semileptonic decay into the ground state charm mode included in parentheses.
e  SVT

Decays
 
B 0 ! ‘ D



D 0 = 
‘ D


 1 0 D  D 0 = 
‘ D
 0 D 0 
‘ D
0

 0
 0
‘ D
1  D D  = 


0

 2  D D 0 = 
‘ D

 2 D  
‘ D

  0 D 0 =  (NR)
‘ D

  0 (NR)
‘ D
   
D D K‘D X
D  D  ‘D X
Ds  D  X‘D X
 D
  ;  ‘D X

 01  D  D 0 = 
B ! ‘ D

0
 0 D  
‘ D



 0
 00
‘ D
1  D D  = 

0


 2  D D 0 =  
‘ D
 20 D  
‘ D
   D 0 =  (NR)
‘ D
   (NR)
‘ D
   
D D K‘D X
Ds  D  X‘D X
 D
  ;  ‘D X
0
0

 0

 0
Bs ! ‘ D
s1 2535K D D  = 


0


0
 s2 2573K D D  = 
‘ D
 s2 2573D K 0 
‘ D
D  D   K‘D X
Ds  D  X‘D X

103

1:089 
(10 890  110)
1:061  0:015
0:672  0:011
0:625  0:010
0:680  0:010
0:673  0:011
0:696  0:011
0:485  0:008
0:544  0:009
0:0012  0:0002
0:0092  0:0004
0:0027  0:0002
0:0212  0:0005
0:658  0:011
0:622  0:010
0:671  0:011
0:646  0:011
0:666  0:011
0:491  0:010
0:534  0:009
0:0005  0:0001
0:0008  0:0001
0:0031  0:0002
0:612  0:010
0:575  0:009
0:592  0:010
0:0024  0:0002
0:0011  0:0001

  SVT
1:307  103 (13 070  120)
1:100  0:013
0:750  0:010
0:712  0:010
0:748  0:010
0:753  0:010
0:783  0:011
0:638  0:009
0:764  0:010
0:0044  0:0003
0:0160  0:0005
0:0069  0:0003
0:0282  0:0007
0:754  0:011
0:727  0:010
0:753  0:011
0:759  0:011
0:763  0:011
0:626  0:009
0:767  0:010
0:0013  0:0001
0:0038  0:0002
0:0045  0:0002
0:695  0:010
0:665  0:009
0:691  0:009
0:0073  0:0003
0:0037  0:0002

TABLE X. Efficiencies in ‘ D0 Monte Carlo simulation.
Decays
  D0  
B 0 ! ‘ D


 1 0 D  D0  
‘ D


0
0 0
 
‘ D
1  D D  = 
 0 D0  
‘ D
0

0 
 0
‘ D
1  D D  

0

0
 1  D D0 0 = 
‘ D

 2 0 D  D0  
‘ D

 2  D 0 D0 0 = 
‘ D

 2 D0 0 
‘ D

  0 D0   (NR)
‘ D
 0  D0 0 =  (NR)
‘ D

e  SVT

  SVT

0:970  0:012
0:616  0:008
0:605  0:009
0:577  0:008
0:640  0:009
0:557  0:008
0:613  0:009
0:622  0:009
0:640  0:009
0:461  0:007
0:451  0:007

1:028  0:012
0:702  0:009
0:682  0:009
0:679  0:009
0:700  0:009
0:631  0:008
0:707  0:009
0:696  0:009
0:745  0:010
0:562  0:008
0:578  0:008
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TABLE X. (Continued)
Decays
‘ D
 0  (NR)
D  D   K‘D0 X
D  D  ‘D0 X
Ds  D  X‘D0 X
 D
  ;  ‘D0 X

 0
B ! ‘ D

0

D0 0 = 
‘ D
 01 0 D 0 D0 0 = 
‘ D
 01  D  D0  
‘ D

 00 D0 0 
‘ D

0
0
0 0
 00
‘ D
1  D D  = 
00



 1  D D0  
‘ D

 20 0 D 0 D0 0 = 
‘ D

 20  D  D0  
‘ D
 20 D0 0 
‘ D
   D0   (NR)
‘ D

 0 0 D0 0 =  (NR)
‘ D

 0 0 (NR)
‘ D
   
D D K‘D0 X
Ds  D 0 ‘D0 X

D
  ;  ‘D0 X
0

0 
B 0s ! ‘ D
 0
s1 2535K D D  
 D 0 D0 0 = 
 0
2535K
‘ D
s1
 s2 2573K 0 D  D0  
‘ D
 s2 2573K  D 0 D0 0 = 
‘ D

 s2 2573D0 K  
‘ D

D  D   K‘D0 X
Ds  D  X‘D0 X

e  SVT

  SVT

0:518  0:008
0:0024  0:0002
0:0033  0:0002
0:0026  0:0001
0:0225  0:0005
1:376  103 (13 760  120)
1:024  0:012
0:643  0:009
0:607  0:009
0:619  0:009
0:648  0:009
0:609  0:009
0:638  0:009
0:598  0:009
0:662  0:009
0:456  0:007
0:474  0:007
0:565  0:008
0:0033  0:0002
0:0044  0:0003
0:0403  0:0007
0:541  0:008
0:519  0:008
0:513  0:008
0:501  0:008
0:537  0:008
0:0022  0:0002
0:0014  0:0001

0:698  0:009
0:0084  0:0003
0:0074  0:0003
0:007  0:0002
0:0311  0:0007
1:535  103 (15 350  130)
1:057  0:012
0:717  0:009
0:710  0:009
0:716  0:009
0:742  0:009
0:709  0:009
0:726  0:009
0:710  0:009
0:757  0:009
0:580  0:008
0:597  0:008
0:745  0:009
0:0104  0:0004
0:0109  0:0003
0:0523  0:0009
0:638  0:008
0:633  0:008
0:614  0:008
0:621  0:008
0:639  0:008
0:0072  0:0003
0:0056  0:0002

TABLE XI. Efficiencies in ‘ D

Monte Carlo simulation.

e  SVT

Decays
0









3

  SVT


D  
0:888  10 (8880  100)1:068  103 (10 680  100)
B ! ‘ D


0

0 
 1  D D  
0:642  0:011
0:696  0:010
‘ D
0 D  D0  
 0

0:680

0:011
0:691  0:011
‘ D
1
 2 0 D  D0  
0:642  0:011
0:698  0:011
‘ D
  0 D0   (NR)
0:484  0:009
0:552  0:009
‘ D

0:0010  0:0003
0:0028  0:0002
D  D   K‘D  XD0  
0:0033  0:0003
0:0064  0:0004
D  D  ‘D  XD0  
0:001 05  0:000 04
0:0023  0:0002
Ds  D  X‘D  XD0  
 D
  ;  ‘D  XD0  
0:018  0:003
0:0235  0:0007

 01  D  D0  
0:646  0:011
0:696  0:011
B ! ‘ D


0 
 00

D
D


0:640

0:011
0:701  0:011
‘ D
1
 20  D  D0  
0:620  0:011
0:688  0:011
‘ D
   D0   (NR)
0:466  0:009
0:577  0:009
‘ D

0:0006  0:0001
0:0013  0:0002
D  D   K‘D  XD0  
0:000 28  0:000 06
0:000 21  0:000 07
Ds  D  X‘D  XD0  
 D
  ;  ‘D  XD0  
0:002  0:001
0:0024  0:0009
0 D  D0  
B 0s ! ‘ D
 0
2535K
0:553

0:010
0:620  0:010
s1
 s2 2573K 0 D  D0  
0:525  0:010
0:593  0:009
‘ D
0:0007  0:0003
0:0022  0:0003
D  D   K‘D  XD0  
0:000 24  0:000 08
0:0012  0:0002
Ds  D  X‘D  XD0  
0
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TABLE XII. Efficiencies in ‘

Monte Carlo simulation.

e  SVT

  SVT

0:998  103 (9980  100)
1:035  0:014
0:684  0:011
0:709  0:011
0:710  0:011
0:436  0:008
0:479  0:008
0:0023  0:0003
0:0075  0:0003
0:034  0:005
0:0055  0:0003
0:0055  0:0003

1:201  103 (12 010  110)
1:11  0:014
0:773  0:011
0:786  0:011
0:781  0:011
0:591  0:009
0:722  0:010
0:0086  0:0007
0:0175  0:0005
0:052  0:001
0:0126  0:0005
0:0109  0:0005

Decays
 
B 0s ! ‘ D
s
 s  D
‘ D
s 
0
 s0 2317D
‘ D
s  


0

0
 s1 2460 Ds0 D
‘ D
s  



 s1 2460Ds 
‘ D
 s  0 D
‘ D
s  (NR)

0
 
‘ D
s  (NR)
Ds  D  X‘D
s X
Ds  Ds  ‘D
s X

D
 s ;  ‘D
s X
B 0 ! Ds  D  ‘D
s X
B ! Ds  D  ‘D
s X

D
s

TABLE XIII. Efficiencies in ‘ 
c Monte Carlo simulation.
e  SVT

  SVT

0:629  103 (6290  90)
0:026  0:001

0:722  103 (7220  100)
0:033  0:0007

Decays
 
0b ! ‘ 
c X



 
X‘
c
c X

out of 107 generated events is listed for each corresponding
reference channel. All of the decays shown in the tables are
generated separately and for each decay 107 events are
generated. The relative efficiencies for the primary semileptonic decays do not include the branching fractions. The
efficiencies for the ‘‘physics backgrounds’’ include the
semileptonic branching fractions of the D or , as well as
the B ! DDX sample composition. Since a fixed sample
composition is used for the 0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X decays, the
efficiencies quoted in Table XIII have the excited charm
baryon branching fractions from Table VI applied.

where Npredicted is determined from the sample composition
process and Nmeasured is obtained from the data (see
Table II). In order to fit in terms of better measured
quantities, the number of predicted lepton-charm events
are expressed in terms of NB 0 , which is an overall
normalization in the fit and not indicative of the physical
number of B 0 mesons in the data, and in terms of the B
meson lifetimes relative to the lifetime of the B 0 . The
predicted number of lepton-charm events used in the fit
for the B mesons is expressed as
N‘ Di predicted 

V. FIT OF RELATIVE FRAGMENTATION
FRACTIONS
A 2 fit is used to extract the fragmentation fractions
from the sample composition of the semileptonic bottom
hadron decays reconstructed. The measured yields in the
five lepton-charm signals are fit to the yields predicted by
the sample composition procedure, and the decay rates
( ;  ) of the B meson to the ground and excited states
are constrained within their errors. The 2 , which is minimized, is
2 


5 
X
N‘ Di measured  N‘ Di predicted 2
N‘ Di measured 




  PDG 2
  PDG 2


PDG
PDG

2
  PDG

;
PDG
i1

(11)

X

fj
 B 0  Bj = B 0 
f
d
jd;u;s
X
X
 k  BDjkm ! Di BDi "ijkm
k



NB 0 

m



fj
f
1 u
fu  fd
fd
jd;u;s
X
 B 0  Bj = B 0  k
X



X

NB 0 

k

BDjkm ! Di BDi "ijkm ;

(12)

m

where Di  D , D0 , D  , D
s , k  ,  ,  , and the
sum over m applies to  if there is more than one D
state or nonresonant decay that can contribute to the final
state Di . In that case the sum is weighted according to the
branching fractions BRDjkm ! Di  of the various contributing D states. The efficiencies "ijkm refer to the
corresponding absolute efficiencies of events obtained in
a particular final state normalized to the generated number
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 > 5 GeV=c. These efficiencies
of MC events with pT B
are detailed in Tables IX through XII. In the case of the 0b
baryon, where a fixed sample composition is used, the
predicted number of events is given as

0
N‘ 
c predicted  NB 



f b
f
1 u
fu  fd
fd

 B0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X
 
 B
c ! pK  

 "0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X:

(13)

In this case, the excited charm baryon branching fractions
0
into the 
c state are included in the efficiency "b !


‘  ‘ c X in Eq. (13), as listed in Table XIII.
There are four free parameters in the fit for the fragmentation fractions: three relative fragmentation parameters
fu =fd , fs =fu  fd , fb =fu  fd , and the normalization parameter NB 0 , plus three constrained parameters:
,  , and  . The values of fs and fb are fit relative to
(fu  fd ) to minimize as many biases in the measurement
as possible and to highlight the fact that the B 0s is reconstructed relative to the B 0 and B signals. Additionally,
performing the fit relative to fu  fd limits any possible
inaccuracies in the separation of B 0 and B through the
sample composition procedure into the ‘ D0 and ‘ D
final states. As mentioned earlier, the sum of fragmentation
fractions fu , fd , fs , and fb is not constrained to unity in
the fit, since not all b baryons are necessarily accounted for
by reconstructing ‘ 
c states.
The electron and muon samples are fit separately, since
the relative lepton efficiencies between the electron and
muon modes are not expected to readily cancel. The fit
results are given in Table XIV with statistical errors only
indicating good agreement between the e  SVT and  
SVT data sets. As mentioned previously, fq indicates the
fragmentation fraction integrated above the momentum
 >
threshold of sensitivity in the data, fq  fq pT B


7 GeV=c. Note that about 90% of the ‘ c combinations
in data have transverse momenta below 20 GeV=c, but
none have pT less than 7 GeV=c.
TABLE XIV.

Fit results with statistical errors only.

Fit Parameter

e  SVT

  SVT

fu =fd
fs =fu  fd 
fb =fu  fd 
 [ps1 ]
 [ps1 ]
 [ps1 ]
NB 0 109 

1:044  0:028
0:162  0:008
0:292  0:020
0:0157  0:0007
0:0327  0:0014
0:0145  0:0010
2:02  0:07

1:062  0:024
0:158  0:006
0:275  0:015
0:0154  0:0007
0:0331  0:0013
0:0146  0:0010
2:93  0:10

VI. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The main uncertainties in the measurement of the relative fragmentation fractions come from the uncertainties in
the branching fractions of the charm mesons, which contribute both directly and indirectly to the measurement, and
the uncertainty associated with the baryon pT spectrum,
which affects the simulation-based efficiency. The uncertainties in the measurement due to the XFT and dE=dx
efficiencies are negligible in comparison with other systematic uncertainties. The complete list of systematic uncertainties assigned to the fragmentation fractions is given
in Table XVII. A weighted average between the e  SVT
and   SVT samples is calculated before and after applying a particular systematic variation in order to determine
the systematic uncertainty for a given quantity. The determination of the individual systematic uncertainties is discussed in the following sections.
A. False lepton backgrounds
The wrong sign lepton-charm combinations represent
several possible backgrounds that may be present in the
right sign signals with a significant contribution to the
wrong sign combinations expected to arise from false
lepton candidates. Another contribution originates from
real leptons from nonbottom sources, such as electrons
from photon conversion ! e e or muons from kaon
and pion decay-in-flight. These sources are included in the
discussion of false lepton backgrounds. The wrong sign
signals are present in the data even after the prompt region
is removed by requiring ct ‘ D > 200 m, as can be
seen in Figs. 14 and 15. Additionally, some discrepancy is
still observed in the ct ‘ D comparisons between data
and simulation, possibly indicating a residual background

from false leptons. False leptons that originate from a ‘‘B’’like hadron (i.e., a relatively long-lived particle) are not
necessarily represented equally between right sign and
wrong sign combinations, as is the case with prompt false
leptons. Since the false leptons of concern most likely
come from a real bottom hadron in which a hadronic track
has been misidentified as a lepton, they are enhanced in the
right sign over wrong sign lepton-charm combinations.
This systematic uncertainty is studied by utilizing the
large false lepton sample available from the TTT semileptonic B decays, which has approximately 5 times more
‘ D and ‘ D0 events than the ‘  SVT trigger sample.
Since the statistics are much larger in the TTT sample and
the average lepton transverse momentum is lower, a larger
sample of false leptons is available for the study. Lepton
candidates with a low probability of being true leptons, as
measured from a likelihood weighting of lepton identification variables [57,58], are selected from semileptonic TTT
events in which one of the charm daughters is matched to
one SVT track and the lepton is matched to the other SVT
trigger track. This sample of false leptons is then used to
estimate the factor required to scale the residual wrong sign
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FIG. 14 (color online).   SVT wrong sign invariant mass distributions of (a) D0 , (b) D  , (c) D , (d) D
s , and (e) c after the
ct  D requirement.
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e  SVT wrong sign invariant mass distributions of (a) D0 , (b) D  , (c) D , (d) D
s , and (e) c after the
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Cuts

‘ D

ctD cm 2
ct ‘ D cm >
ct ‘ D cm <
m‘ D GeV=c2 2
pT D GeV=c >
pT p GeV=c >
pT K GeV=c >
22D D<
vertex prob‘ D>
Lxy =Lxy D>
mD  ; D0  GeV=c2 2
jm  1:019j GeV=c2 <
dE=dxLRp>
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Alternative signal selection.
‘ D

0

0:01; 0:10
0.02
0.04
(2.4, 5.1)
5.0
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
4.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable



0:01; 0:10
0.02
0.04
(2.4, 5.1)
5.0
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
4.5
(0.1440, 0.1475)
Not applicable
Not applicable

the fragmentation fractions is then repeated and the resulting systematic uncertainties noted in Table XVII.
B. Variation of selection requirements
The selection requirements have been chosen to be
similar across the five lepton-charm channels, in order to
cancel as many systematic uncertainties as possible while
still respecting the different kinematic features of the decays. To check the dependence of the final result on these
selection criteria, the signal selection has been varied in
such a way that the pT D > 5 GeV=c cut is applied to all
channels, while the 2xy D and vertex probability requirements are the same. The varied cuts used to assign the
systematic uncertainty are listed in Table XV.

C. D
s reflection in the D signal

In addition to residual wrong sign backgrounds, another
source of irreducible noncombinatoric background arises
   reflection into the D !
from the D
s !K K 
  
K   signal. This effect has been measured from the
data, using the simulation to scale the expected rates of
  


generic D
s ! K K  decays to the Ds !  decay

(see Sec. II C 5). By default, the Ds reflection is included
in the fit to the D signal by constraining the normalization
of the D
s reflection within its uncertainty. In order to
assign a systematic uncertainty on this method, the normalization of the reflection is allowed to vary, both by
fixing ND
s  to the number measured from data, and

‘ D

‘ D
s

‘  
c

0:01; 0:20
0.02
0.04
(2.4, 5.1)
5.0
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
4.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
Not applicable

0:01; 0:10
0.02
0.04
(2.4, 5.1)
5.0
Not applicable
0.6
10
107
4.5
Not applicable
0.0095
Not applicable

0:01; 0:05
0.02
0.04
(3.4, 5.5)
5.0
2.0
0.6
10
107
4.5
Not applicable
Not applicable
0.3

also by allowing ND
s  to float in the fit to obtain the
D signal, listed for both scenarios in Table XVI. The
larger effect is observed when ND
s  is a free fit parameter, while fixing the normalization produces a more moderate shift. Since the normalization procedure of


  
ND
s !   relative to NDs ! K K   is, in
principle, well-understood from the data and simulation,
the variations obtained from fixing the normalization are
taken as the systematic uncertainty associated with this
method.
D. XFT efficiencies
Knowledge of efficiencies that are different for the
different particle species is essential for the proper determination of the relative efficiencies between lepton-charm
channels. One of these sets of efficiencies is the XFT
trigger efficiencies (described in Sec. IV B 1), which cannot be accurately predicted by the simulation and are not
expected to readily cancel in the relative efficiencies between the final state charm signals. The systematic uncertainty on this efficiency is determined by varying the
default XFT efficiencies by 1 of the fit parameters given
in Table VIII. To determine the systematic uncertainty of
the shift in the K- and -XFT efficiencies, the  efficiency,
which has the larger uncertainty of the two, is shifted up or
down by the uncertainties in the XFT parametrizations,
while the K efficiency is held constant. The systematic
uncertainty associated with the proton efficiency is as-

TABLE XVI. ‘ D yields with different D
s reflection normalizations.
e  SVT
D
s

Reflection
Constrained
Fixed
Floating
None

  SVT

ND
s 

ND e 

ND
s 

1710  80
1577
3270  1100
—

10 780  150
10 780  150
10 570  200
11 020  160

2780  460
2570
5050  1670
—
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signed by fitting the efficiency with a constant line. The
proton parametrization was shifted by the full uncertainty
on the fit parameters (either all up or all down), which are
quite large as can be seen in Table VIII.
E. Single track efficiency
The efficiency to add a single track, needed to adjust the
two-track topology to the three-track topology, is measured
by reconstructing the D0 ! K     channel relative
to the D0 ! K   decay mode (see Sec. IV B 3). This
method assumes that the two additional pions in the D0 !
K     decay are uncorrelated. Since the two tracks
are identified and pass through different parts of the detector, this assumption is reasonable. The only way the determination of the single track efficiency might be biased by
the correlation of the third and fourth tracks arises from
vertexing effects. To assess the degree of the bias that
might occur in the vertexing of the D0 ! K    
mode due to the correlation between the two additional
pions, a three-track vertex is formed in the Monte Carlo
simulation of  D0 decays with D0 ! K     and
the impact parameter of the fourth track with respect to the
three-track vertex is determined. If the impact parameter of
the fourth track lies outside of 1 of the error on the vertex
and 1 of the error on the impact parameter, it is assumed
that the fourth track could bias the position of the vertex.
The impact parameter of the fourth track is found to be
outside 1 of the three-track vertex 5:3  0:1% of
the time. This fraction is assumed to correspond, to
good approximation, to the degree of correlation in
the efficiency of the third and fourth pions. Another
source of uncertainty in the determination of the single
track efficiency is the error on the ratio of branching
fractions of the two reconstructed D0 decays, BD0 !
K     =BD0 ! K     2:10  0:03  0:06
[56]. The systematic uncertainty from the error on this ratio
of branching fractions is also included in the systematic
uncertainty from the single track efficiency listed in
Table XVII.
F. Sample composition lifetimes

B meson lifetimes relative to the B 0 lifetime are included
in the sample composition procedure. Consequently, the B
lifetimes are needed to determine the predicted number of
lepton-charm mesons (see Sec. V). As there are uncertainties on the PDG values [42] of the lifetimes used in the fit,
which are listed in Table V, the lifetimes and lifetime ratios
are varied in the process extracting the sample composition
within their PDG uncertainties. The central value of the
lifetime ratio B = B 0   1:086  0:017 has changed
several times in several years and different values are used
in the sundry measurements of fu =fd . Although the lifetime ratio in the PDG is slightly higher than that used in
other measurements of fu =fd , the uncertainty on the PDG
value covers the central value of the other possible lifetime

TABLE XVII. Compilation of systematic uncertainties assigned.
Systematics

fu =fd

False Leptons
Variation of cuts

D
s reflection in D
XFT eff.
Single track eff.
Sample comp. lifetimes
MC statistics
Bottom hadron lifetimes
pT spectra
dE=dx eff.
0b polarization
Total (eff.)
Physics bkgs
B0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X
  
B
!
pK
c
BD ! K   
BD0 ! K  

BD
s !  
BD 
0b sample composition
Total (B)
Total

0:039
0:011
0:001
0:003
0:014
0:018
0:014

0:005
0:025
0:045

0:001
0:054
0:020
0:0006
0:010
0:058
0:062
0:074

fs =fu  fd  fb =fu  fd 
0:001
0:0003
0:000 02
0:0004
0:002
0:006
0:0007
0:005
0:001

0:018
0:019
0:0001
0:006
0:002
0:002
0:0006
0:0077
0:0136

0:008
-

0:049
0:012
0:007

0:011
0:010

0:058
0:056

0:002
0:003
0:003

0:001
0:076
0:048
0:091
0:053

0:057
0:034

0:004
-

0:010
0:003
0:001
0:011
0:047

0:057
0:034
0:058
0:035

0:128
0:087
0:141
0:103

ratios. No 0b lifetime is used in the fit for the baryon
sample composition, although fb =fu  fd  varies
slightly when the ratio B = B 0  is varied within the
PDG uncertainty, because the 0b fragmentation fraction is
measured relative to the B 0 and B modes.
G. Monte Carlo simulation statistics
Since a finite number of Monte Carlo simulation events
are generated for each exclusive decay to be used in the
process to extract the sample composition (see Sec. III), the
statistics of the generated simulation is checked to see
whether the statistical uncertainties on the yields, which
are used to determine the efficiencies, contribute a significant uncertainty to the measurement. The simulation yields
in each decay are shifted by 1 around their central
values and the efficiencies are redetermined accordingly.
To assign the systematic uncertainty, half of the yields are
randomly shifted up, while the other half are shifted down.
In all cases, the shift in all three relative fragmentation
fractions is small compared to the other uncertainties, as
can be seen in Table XVII.
H. Bottom hadron lifetimes
Knowledge of the bottom hadron lifetimes is also
needed for the generation of the various B simulation
samples. While the B 0 and B lifetimes are well-measured,
there are large uncertainties on the B 0s and 0b lifetimes
[42]. To assign a systematic error due to the uncertainty in
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the knowledge of the B and
lifetimes, the simulation is
regenerated with the B 0s and 0b lifetimes shifted by one
sigma uncertainty on their PDG values: B 0s   438 
17 m and 0b   368  24 m. The shift in
fb =fu  fd  is one of the larger uncertainties in
Table XVII, but it is still small compared to the uncertainties due to the imprecise knowledge of the baryon branching fractions.
0b

I. pT spectra
The bottom hadron pT spectra are one of the biggest
uncertainties on the knowledge of the relative efficiencies.
Consequently, the systematic uncertainties arising from the
pT spectra are estimated conservatively, as no definitive
measurements for the B 0s meson and 0b baryon are available. The systematic uncertainty assigned to the pT spectrum for ‘ 
c is taken from a 2 variation of the tuned
semileptonic 0b pT spectrum as discussed in Sec. IVA.
The spectrum is varied by 2 in order to provide a
conservative error, since the pT spectrum measured from
the semileptonic 0b decay is incomplete. Although the
‘ D
s MC generated with the pT spectrum obtained
from the inclusive J= cross section measurement [20]
agrees well with the data, there is the possibility that the B 0s
meson pT spectrum is different from the B 0 and B spectra. This possibility is accounted for by measuring the ratio
fs =fu  fd  with the default generator input spectrum,
while the B 0 and B decays are generated with the pT
spectrum inferred from Ref. [20]. Since no significant
discrepancy is observed between the ‘ D
s data and the
simulation using the pT spectrum from Ref. [20], this is a
conservative assessment of the systematic error due to the
uncertainty on the B 0s momentum spectrum.
J. Specific ionization efficiency
Accurate knowledge of the requirement on the dE=dx
based likelihood ratio LRp on the proton in the 
c !
pK   decays is important for an accurate determination
of the ‘ 
c efficiency relative to the semileptonic bottom
hadron decay efficiencies. In order to assign an uncertainty
to the knowledge of the dE=dx efficiency, the measurement of the fragmentation fractions is performed without
any dE=dx cut applied to either the data or simulation. The
fb =fu  fd  fit result is stable and the difference with the
default fit is treated as a systematic uncertainty. Removing
the dE=dx cut does not produce a significant change in
either fu =fd or fs =fu  fd .
K. 0b polarization
The polarization of the 0b baryon in hadronic collisions
is not known. By default, the 0b baryon is unpolarized in
the simulation used in this measurement. In order to assign
a systematic uncertainty to the possible polarizations of the
0b , the extreme cases of the 0b being fully polarized are

tested to bound the effect. A systematic uncertainty is
assigned when the 0b is produced either with entirely
positive helicity or entirely negative helicity.
L. Bottom hadron branching fractions
Systematic uncertainties due to the knowledge of the
bottom hadron branching fractions arise in two places in
the sample composition procedure. First, the indirect semi D ! ‘ X) contributing
leptonic decays (e.g., B ! DDX,
to the lepton-charm signals, many of which are poorly
determined experimentally, and second the uncertainty in
the PDG semileptonic 0b branching fraction, B0b !
‘  ‘ 
c X  9:2  2:1% [42]. Since many of the measured indirect semileptonic decays are poorly determined,
the branching fractions predicted from symmetry principles for these decay modes are used in the sample composition process to determine the systematic shift in the
fragmentation fractions. The contributions of indirect
semileptonic B 0s decays to the ‘ D , ‘ D0 , and ‘ D 
signatures are small (see Tables IX, X, and XI), but the rate
for B 0 =B ! Ds  D  ‘D
s X decays contributing to the
‘ D
s final state (see Table XII) is an order of magnitude
larger due to the more copious fragmentation of b quarks
into B 0 and B mesons versus B 0s mesons. To give a sense
of the maximal possible effect on fs =fu  fd  if no contributions from B 0 and B mesons to the ‘ D
s yield were
accounted for, the fragmentation fraction fs =fu  fd 
would increase by about 10% from 0:160 to 0:176.
This estimate is presented for general interest, though it is
not used as a systematic uncertainty on the measurement,
as it is known to be an incorrect assumption.
To determine the systematic uncertainty associated with
the inclusive semileptonic 0b branching fraction, the PDG
value is varied within its uncertainties. This is one of the
largest systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement of the 0b fragmentation fraction.
M. Charm branching fractions
Another source of systematic uncertainty due to the
branching fractions used in the sample composition procedure arises from the often poor knowledge of the ground
state charm branching fractions, which are taken from the
PDG and listed in Table VII. To determine the uncertainty
in the fragmentation fractions, the central values of the
ground state charm branching fractions included in the
sample composition are varied, one by one, within 1
of the PDG uncertainty. The largest shift in fu =fd comes
from BD ! K    , while the single largest uncertainty in fs =fu  fd  is due to the large error on BD
s !
 
!
pK


contrib . A poor knowledge of B
c
utes the largest single systematic uncertainty to fb =fu 
fd .
In addition to the poorly measured ground state charm
branching fractions, many of the excited charm decays also
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have large uncertainties. To assess a systematic uncertainty
for the limited knowledge of the excited charm decays, the
excited charm branching fractions are varied by shifting
half of the D branching fractions randomly up by 30%,
while the other half are shifted down. When quoting the
final result on the fragmentation fractions, a separate systematic uncertainty is quoted due to uncertainties on external branching fractions as indicated in Table XVII.
N. 0b sample composition
A systematic uncertainty is assigned for the uncertain
knowledge of the 0b sample composition (see Sec. III).
The 0b sample composition is considered without any of
the nonresonant baryon modes included, while the total
semileptonic branching fraction in both cases is required to
be B0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X  9:2%. A systematic effect for a
potential mismodeling of the decay is also considered and
found to be negligible. This uncertainty is determined by
evaluating the width difference of the m‘ 
c  distribution in both the data and the Monte Carlo simulation. The
root mean square (RMS) of the data distribution is
451 MeV=c2, while the RMS of the MC is 455 MeV=c2.
The ratio of excited to ground state 0b ! ‘   ‘ 
c decays is changed in the simulation such that the RMS of the
simulated m‘ 
c  distribution decreases by 4 MeV=c2,
producing a 0.017 shift in fb =fu  fd . Both uncertainties result in a total systematic uncertainty of 0.047 on
fb =fu  fd .

VII. FINAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The weighted average of the fragmentation fractions
between the electron plus displaced track and muon plus
displaced track samples yields
fu
 1:054  0:018stat0:025
0:045 sys  0:058B;
fd
fs
0:057
 0:160  0:005stat0:011
0:010 sys0:034 B;
fu  fd
fb
0:128
 0:281  0:012stat0:058
0:056 sys0:087 B:
fu  fd
Since this analysis potentially ignores the production of b
baryons that might not decay into the 0b final state, no
constraint is applied requiring the fragmentation fractions
fu , fd , fs , and fb to sum to unity. The correlation matrix
for the fit is shown in Table XVIII.
This result is in agreement with the world average of the
fragmentation fraction of B relative to B 0 , which is expected to be equal to unity [42]. The result on the relative
fragmentation fraction fs =fu  fd  presented in this paper agrees with the LEP average fs =fu  fd   0:135 
0:011 [42] within 1 standard deviation. Separating

BD
s !   from the result of fs =fu  fd , for comparison with the world average, gives
fs

BD
s !  
fu  fd
3
 5:76  0:18stat0:45
0:42 sys  10 :

O. Total systematic uncertainty
The total systematic uncertainties due to the knowledge
of the relative efficiencies, obtained by adding the individual systematic uncertainties related to the determination of
the efficiencies used in the parametrization of the sample
0:011
composition in quadrature, are f0:025
0:045 g for fu =fd , f0:010 g
0:058
for fs =fu  fd , and f0:056 g for fb =fu  fd . When
uncertainties arising from branching fractions are included,
0:058
the uncertainties increase to f0:062
0:074 g for fu =fd , f0:035 g for
fs =fu  fd , and f0:141
0:103 g for fb =fu  fd , as given in
Table XVII.

There is no significant indication of a higher rate of
b-quark fragmentation to B 0s mesons at the Tevatron which
would contribute to the anomalous Run I values of 
[11,12,19]. The uncertainty on fs will significantly decrease with an improved measurement of BD
s !
 , which is in preparation by the CLEO-c experiment
[59].
 
Separating the poorly known B
c ! pK   and
0


Bb ! ‘  ‘ c  from the results of fb =fu  fd 
yields

TABLE XVIII. Correlation matrix of fit parameters.
Parameter
fu =fd
fs =fu  fd 
fb =fu  fd 



NB 0 

fu =fd
1.0

fs =fu  fd  fb =fu  fd 
0:021
1.0

0:053
0.077
1.0
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0:011 0:135
0.162
0:015 0:058
0.150
0.425
0.563
0.239
1.0
0.657 0:122
1.0
0.134
1.0

NB 0 
0:249
0:116
0:575
0:674
0:853
0:436
1.0
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or
fb

 
B0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c Bc ! pK  
fu  fd
 12:9  0:6stat  3:4sys  104 :
This quantity can be compared more naturally with the
LEP results, which quote fb  B0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c 
 
!
pK


[60,61].
When
all
branching
fracBR
c
tions with large uncertainties are factored out, fb is
2:3 higher than the LEP results, assuming that fu 
fd  39:7% at LEP. In addition, this measurement of
fb =fu  fd  is approximately twice as large as the world
average of fb =fu  fd   0:125  0:020 [42], which is
dominated by the LEP results.
The difference between the fb result presented in this
paper and the LEP results may be explained, at least in part,
by the different environment of hadro-production of bottom hadrons in pp collisions. In addition to this effect, the
transverse momentum of the bottom hadrons is significantly lower for the data used in this measurement,
hpT bi 15 GeV=c, than the bb data collected at the Z
pole used in the LEP measurements, hpT bi 45 GeV=c.
To study a potential momentum dependence of fb , the
behavior of the fragmentation fractions in bins of the
lepton-charm pT is investigated. Note that the fragmentation fractions can depend on momentum, and the fractions
reported here are for momenta integrated above the effective pmin
T which is chosen to be 7 GeV=c in this analysis.
For this study the electron and muon data sets of the
lepton-charm candidates are divided into three momentum
ranges with similar statistics in each bin. The chosen
momentum bins are less than 11 GeV=c, from 11 to
14 GeV=c, and greater than 14 GeV=c. The lepton-charm
yields and corresponding efficiencies are redetermined in
each momentum interval and the fit for the fragmentation
fractions is repeated. The weighted average of fb =fu 
fd  obtained from the e  SVT and   SVT data in the
three pT ranges is shown as three points with error bars in
Fig. 16. The uncertainties on these points include the
systematic uncertainties on the efficiencies, but do not
reflect the uncertainties from branching fractions. The
data points are consistent with a decrease in the ratio
fb =fu  fd  with increasing bottom hadron momentum.
However, in the near future, larger CDF data sets of leptoncharm events will provide increased statistics for a more
adequate extrapolation of this suggested momentum dependence of fb as compared to B-hadron momenta at
LEP.
To obtain a better extrapolation of the indicated momentum dependence of b-quark fragmentation into 0b bary-

0.50
p0
p1

0.40

b

3
 14:1  0:6stat5:3
4:4 sys  10

ons, the Monte Carlo simulation tuned on the data is used
to estimate such a momentum dependence. The inclusive
0b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X simulation generated with the tuned
semileptonic 0b pT spectrum is compared with the inclusive B 0 ! ‘  ‘ D X simulation generated with the pT
spectrum inferred from the inclusive J= cross section
measurement [20]. Assuming that the inclusive
Monte Carlo samples provide a good description of the
 
‘ 
c and ‘ D data, as demonstrated in Sec. , the ratio
of the momentum dependence of both data sets provides an
estimate of the shape of the ratio of dN=dpT 0b  to
dN=dpT B 0 . The ratio of both distributions is therefore
proportional to fb =fd and thus to fb =fu  fd , assuming fu  fd . To obtain an absolute normalization, the ratio
of the two distributions is fixed at the mean pT ‘ 
c  of
i
14:1
GeV=c,
to
the present measurement, hpT ‘ 
c
the central value of fb =fu  fd   0:281 as obtained in
this analysis. The result of this MC study is shown as
triangles with error bars in Fig. 16. Fitting a straight line
to these points agrees well with the three data points of
fb =fu  fd  obtained in three momentum bins as described above. Extrapolating the line to pT ‘ 
c 
3540 GeV=c yields a value for fb =fu  fd  of about
0.128 (0.092). This is close to the world average of
fb =fu  fd   0:125  0:020 [42], which is dominated
by the LEP results. This study indicates a possible momentum dependence of the b-baryon fragmentation that
would explain the difference between the fb result presented in this paper and the LEP measurements.
Finally, knowledge of fb will improve with better
  branching fraction
measurements of the 
c ! pK 
0

and the semileptonic b ! ‘  ‘ 
c X branching fractions, in addition to better measurements of the 0b semileptonic
sample
composition,
particularly
the
measurement of the 0b ! ‘  ‘ c 2593 and 0b !
‘  ‘ c 2625 branching fractions. Additionally, a definitive measurement of the pT spectrum of 0b baryons in
pp collisions compared to the momentum spectrum of B 0
mesons measured with fully reconstructed 0b and B 0
decay modes will shed light on expected differences in
the momentum spectra and significantly reduce the system-

f Λ /(f u+f d)

fb
 
B
c ! pK  
fu  fd

= 0.384 ± 0.008
= -0.0073 ± 0.0004

0.30
0.20
0.10
0.00
0

10

20

30

40

pT(µ-charm) [GeV/c]

FIG. 16 (color online). Determination of fb =fu  fd  for
three momentum ranges (three points with error bars) overlaid
on Monte Carlo simulation scaling of fb =fu  fd  as a function of pT ‘ 
c  (triangles). The dashed line is a fit to the
Monte Carlo simulation.
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atic uncertainty of a measurement of the b-quark fragmentation fractions in the future.
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